[The hippocampus and neuro-transplantation].
A review of the author's histological and electron-microscopic studies of differentiation of hippocampal transplants with different levels of the graft/host integration. The grafts developing in the anterior eye chamber were the experimental model of complete isolation from the brain. The effects of various factors (age of the donor fetal tissue, host age and strain, degree of the integration with the recipient brain) on the growth and neural organization of grafts were studied. Analysis of fine structure of intraocular and intracortical grafts, as a rule, showed mature highly differentiated neurons and glia and normal density of typical synaptic contacts. However, morphological features suggesting both hyperactivity of some neurons and continuous growth of some neural processes were observed. The expression of nonsynaptic and transport-metabolic interactions between the cells was increased. The observed ultrastructural deviations can be regarded as a compensatory adaptation of the tissue to the deficit of specific afferent signals. It was shown that in the absence of normal cellular targets, axons of the grafted neurons establish functional synaptic contacts with improper neural elements in the host brain.